Oct. 2-6

Happy Homecoming Week!!
This week has been a crazy fun
dress up week! Every day was a
different day, and everyone in our
class participated in dressing up!!
We celebrated on Friday with a
movie, after we completed all of
our work of course. Check out
our selfies in the pictures!

This week we are learning
about Subjects and Predicates in
English. We know the difference
between the Complete Subject
and the Simple Subject, and the
difference between the Complete
Predicate and the Simple Predicate.
In Math we learned all about
decimals and how to read them,
compare two decimals to see
which is bigger, and round to the
nearest tenth and whole number.
On Wednesday, we took our test,
and we are hoping we did great.
In reading, we read a story
about a grandfather who traveled
to the New World from Japan. He
loved to explore and even

brought his wife to live with him
in California. They eventually
1. prairie
moved back to Japan with their
2. calorie
daughter and she married and
3. honey
had a baby boy. The baby boy
4. valley
that was born, would eventually
5. money
write this story. He followed in his
6. finally
grandfather’s footsteps and now
7. movie
lives in America, but frequently vis8. country
its his homeland. The grandfather
9. empty
was never able to visit America
10. city
again, because of WWII and then
11. rookie
he was too old to travel. The
12. hockey
grandson now knows why his
13. collie
grandfather loved both countries
14. breezy
so much.
15. jury
To incorporate different skills in16. balcony
to reading, we used the Chrome17. steady
books to create a timeline of the
18. alley
story. We broke into groups and
19. trolley
had three main events that hap20. misty
pened. We made a slideshow of
21. frequency
our events using some added on
22. parsley
information and a picture. These
23. journey
turned out great, and we loved
24. chimney
being able to use the Chrome25. attorney
books.
On Wednesday, the Homecoming Court and Cheerleaders came
to our school to intro- NEXT WEEK:
duce the Royalty,
• Oct. Rosary Month
teach us some cheers, • Oct. 11 Mid– Qrts Go Home
and even battle us in • Oct. 13 NO SCHOOL SHAS only!
a game of tug-o-war. FUTURE:
The 4th graders beat • Oct. 16 NO SCHOOL
• Oct. 17 Apple Pies
them of course!
• Oct. 18 Work-a-Thon

In Religion, we reviewed our Bibles. We looked at the different parts, the different
books, and the different stories of the Bible. We know that when we see something
like John 3:16 We know that it is in the Book of John, 3rd chapter, and verse 16, and
we can tell you that it is in the New Testament. We looked over our tests on Wednesday, and we did so fantastic on them!! YAY!!!!! We will be starting the 10 Commandments next.
In Science, we are finishing our lesson on Inventors and Innovators. We learned the
Process for Inventing. Then we used this knowledge to create a new invention of our
own. The problem we needed to solve was: It is hot out and we are out picking strawberries. We are tired and can’t bend down any more. What can we do about this? We
brainstormed, made a plan, and then created a model of our invention. We worked
hard and our models turned out pretty neat. Check out the pictures!
-Mrs. P and the 4th Graders

